XOV to integrate Bancor Protocol to
Provide Token Liquidity for Millions of
Global Decentralised Banking Customers
London – 6 June 2018 – XOV, the Global Decentralised
Banking solution that will serve millions of people
worldwide with decentralised banking services, has
today announced its integration of the Bancor Protocol
to provide continuous liquidity. XOV is providing an
academically researched stable digital currency network
called XOVnet as part of its decentralised banking
revolution, and recently listed their XOV token on Token
Store and BarterDEX for atomic swaps.
By integrating the Bancor Protocol, XOV token holders
will gain access to continuous liquidity regardless
of trade volume or exchange listings, through the
Bancor Network, where any integrated token can be
automatically converted to any other directly from
the Bancor Wallet or any Web3 wallet, such as
MetaMask. Currently integrated tokens include ETH,
BNT (the Bancor Network Token), GNO (Gnosis), BNB
(Binance) and a long list of announced projects soon to
be activated.
“We anticipate having a huge community and massive
demand for the XOV token, so it absolutely makes sense
for us to provide our users with an easy way to convert
tokens,” said David Alexander-Knowles, CEO XOV.
“Integrating with Bancor will provide liquidity to everyone
who wants to be a part of XOV as we build our platform
and revolutionise the banking sector.”
XOV will activate a Relay Token with 2% of its circulating
token supply within a week following the successful

completion of liquidity funding later in the year. Users will
be able to purchase and sell XOV tokens directly from
the Bancor Wallet or any Web3 wallet at a formulaically
calculated price.

About XOV
XOV is creating a highly stabilised digital currency
network that is academically researched and will issue
the currency using a decentralised Central Bank
(CBCC). The currency will be asset backed using
transparent reserves. XOV will also provide a range
of decentralised banking services, including bank
accounts, loans, insurance, credit cards and other
financial products and services, and is working
with a range of retail merchants to accept the XOV
currency for goods and services. To learn more,
visit www.xov.io.

About Bancor
The Bancor Protocol is a standard for the creation of
Smart Tokens™, cryptocurrencies with built-in
convertibility directly through their smart contracts.
Bancor utilizes an innovative token “connector” method
to enable formulaic price calculation and continuous
liquidity for all integrated tokens, without needing to match
two parties in an exchange. Smart Tokens interconnect
to form token liquidity networks, allowing user-generated
cryptocurrencies to thrive. To convert tokens instantly,
visit the Bancor Web App or join the Bancor Telegram
group for more information.

